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Integrated with Microsoft Product:
*Microsoft Defender ATP and Microsoft Security Center*
http://blog.morphisec.com/morphisec-microsoft-defender-atp-integration

What Customer Problem Is The Integration Solving For:
Morphisec prevention of unknown attacks and the rich data captured complements Microsoft Defender ATP’s detection capabilities for analytics, and also to flow incident response of Morphisec alerts through ATP dashboard for greater visibility.

Partner Product Value Proposition Statement:
Morphisec is lightweight architected based on Moving Target Defense to prevent highly advanced, unknown in-memory and fileless based attacks

Better Together Because:
Morphisec protection against unknown attacks being embedded in Microsoft Security Center is highly complementary to help enhance Microsoft ATP visibility, analytics, and incident response.

Product Pricing Model:
Per endpoint device/year (discounted with volume)

Required Microsoft License:
Integration into ATP does not require any additional purchase or enablement